Graduate Skills Seminars
Hilary 2016

The GAO Graduate Skills Seminars are brief introductions to practical topics that aim to give students the necessary skills to be more versatile in the field and in their future careers.

Seminars are held on Thursdays at 14:00
Due to limited space, registration is mandatory
Please email gao@arch.ox.ac.uk with your name and the seminar for which you would like to register.

Week 3 (February 4): Fieldwork and Planning
Hannah Ringheim. Seminar Room, Institute of Archaeology.

Week 4 (February 11): Introduction to Zooarchaeology
Priscilla Lange. Lecture Room, Institute of Archaeology.

Week 7 (March 3): Introduction to R
Patrick Roberts. Seminar Room, Institute of Archaeology.

Week 8 (March 10): Introduction to Osteology
Eleanor Farber & Alexandra Johnson. Lecture Room, Institute of Archaeology.